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ABSTRACT 
This document is meant primarily for students (or readers) who may not be familiar 
with the field of aeroelasticity. The main objective of this paper is to point the reader 
to some important texts and papers that have been published in the areas which 
embrace aeroelasticity, using which the reader m y  gain sufficient knowledge about the 
subject to make informed decisions. It is hoped that by drawing the readers attention to 
these salient papers the more interested readers will be able to increase their 
knowledge on many aspects related to aeroelasticity. This paper is not meant to be 
exhaustive, rather it is meant to be a preliminary exposition which will assist readers in 
locating/selecting other relevant references or texts. This paper does not attempt to be 
an expert guide nor direct the reader to publications in a specific area. What it does 
attempt to do is hopefully generate interest and illuminate areas related to the field of 
aeroelasticity which readers can explore to their desire. A modestly comprehensive list 
of references is included, however it must be emphasized that there are a very 
extensive number of papers published each year, in all related fields of aeroelasticity. 
Inclusion of all these would not be appropriate in a paper of this kind. Never-the-less 
the more interested reader will find suacient information to utilize the given citations 
for locating further material. 
1. FOREWORD 
This paper is divided into four main sections which deal with (1) Review papers in the 
wider area of Aeroelasticity, (2) Publications that will assist readers to understand the 
fundamentals of aeroelasticity - theory and practice, (3) A comprehensive list of 
references for the areas highlighted above and (4) Collectively a list of useful technical 
Journals, aeroelasticity subject area classifications, a brief note about software with 
aeroelastk capabilities and a brief note on useful world wide web sites. 
Further the paper is divided into several key sections as will be noted from the contents 
list. After a brief introduction, there is a brief account of the many excellent review 
papers that discuss developments in the field. 
The main emphasis in this paper is given in section 4, which directs the reader to key 
publications which may be instrumental in providing a sound understanding of the 
fundamentals of aeroelasticity. 
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Finally in the summary a quick overview of the authors choice of essential reading is 
included. At the very least the reader is encouraged to read this section if no other part 
of the paper. 
2. INTRODUCTION 
Aeroelasticity covers a wide fie-3 and has now-a-days &come to be recognized as a 
multi-disciplinary subject. This was not the case towards the early part of this century 
(1940’s) but has increasingly been the case since the 1960’s and to date subjects that 
were at one time regarded as quite independent from each other have become very 
closely linked. Subjects such as aerodynamics, structural dynamics, computational fluid 
dynamics, flight dynamics, stability and control, mechanical vibrations now combine to 
form close links with each other particularly when it comes to the design of aircraft of 
the present day. 
Aeroelasticity itself has also grown from the early days of first flight by the Wright 
brothers in December 1903 to the present day of highly maneuverable aircraft and 
flexible space craft. Hence there are a number of distinct fields that have blossomed 
and continue to evolve such as static aeroelasticity, dynamic aeroelasticity, stability 
problems, aerothermoelasticity, aeroservoealsticity, fixed wing aeroelasticity, rotary 
wing aeroelasticity, effects of passive and active control structures on aeroelasticity, 
turbo machinery aeroelasticity, aeroelastic tailoring and so on. 
This paper is not meant to cover all these fields. The attempt is to give the less fiuniliar 
reader the direction necessary to be able to understand the fundamentals of 
aeroelasticity. The papers and books that have been referred to in this paper will 
provide an excellent grounding in being able to understand the terminology used in 
aeroelasticity, to be able to understand the primary aspects of the subject and to 
provide sufficient leads for future research in the general area of aeroelasticity. 
Finally it is worth noting that this paper complements the lecture module presented by 
the author and the lecture notes that go with this lecture module. These lecture notes 
in themselves will suffice to give a reasonable insight into the subject of aeroelasticity, 
provide a sound grounding for an introduction to the subject and would be an 
alternative starting point (to the papers indicated in section 4) for those who have 
access to these lecture notes. 
3. A SURVEY OF REVIEW PAPERS 
There have been a number of excellent review papers published since the mid 1940’s. 
The main papers presented have been indicated below and are a must for those wishing 
to chart the developments in the field of aeroelasticity and relateddeveloping areas. 
The papers indicated in this section give a detailed picture of how the field of 
aeroelasticity has developed and its current state to date. The papers also chart the 
various developments in the general area of aeroelasticity and indicate the development 
and emergence of new or related topics with the progress of time. 
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